9 Conventional simulation of fractured carbonate reservoirs is computationally expensive because of the 10 multiscale heterogeneities and fracture-matrix transfer mechanisms that must be taken into account using 
Introduction

38
Carbonate reservoirs contain a significant proportion of the world's conventional and 39 unconventional hydrocarbon resources, commonly estimated at around 60% of global 40 reserves (Burchette, 2012; Agar and Geiger, 2015) . Hydrocarbon recovery in carbonates, 41 however, is typically low, due to multiscale heterogeneities and oil-to mixed-wet rock To account for multiple geological and engineering uncertainties, a large number of numerical 51 reservoir simulations are typically required to adequately explore the parameter space, 52 investigate parameter relationships and optimise hydrocarbon recovery. Sensitivity analysis, 53 uncertainty quantification and recovery optimisation for fractured carbonate reservoirs, 54 however, are computationally expensive because of the multiscale heterogeneities and 55 fracture-matrix transfer mechanisms that must be taken into account using numerical 56 transfer functions and/or detailed models with a large number of simulation grid cells. This is 57 particularly important for CO2 WAG injection, a successful EOR method for carbonate 58 reservoirs which combines the benefits of gas injection to reduce the residual oil saturation 59 and water injection to improve mobility control and frontal stability (Christensen et al., 2001;  60 Manrique et al., 2007; Azzolina et al., 2015) . 61 One efficient way of reducing the computational cost is by using data-driven surrogate 62 modelling techniques that construct an approximation (or proxy) of the simulation response In this study, we focus on non-intrusive sparse polynomial chaos expansion (sPCE) and 140 arbitrary polynomial chaos expansion (aPCE) in comparison to polynomial regression (PR).
141
Polynomial regression estimates the coefficients for a second-order polynomial by least 142 squares fitting of the data-driven surrogate model to the training data (Myers et al., 2009 used to study CO2 WAG injection in the heterogeneous reservoir (Fig. 2) . Each grid cell has 234 dimensions of 15m x 15m x 3m. An inverted 5-spot well pattern was used with a vertical 235 injection well at the centre of the model and four vertical production wells at the corners. CO2 236 WAG injection was simulated using a WAG ratio of 1:1 and eight alternate six-month cycles.
237
The injectors and the producers were set to operate at target liquid rates subject to maximum water were assumed to be 1.35 kg/m 3 , 800 kg/m 3 and 1000 kg/m 3 , respectively (Table 1) . 242 To account for rock-fluid interactions during full-physics flow simulations, two-phase relative 243 permeability and capillary pressure curves (i.e. saturation functions) are typically utilised. 244 Here, we use saturation functions similar to those generated by Agada et al. (2016) for end-245 member wettability scenarios (i.e. water-wet to oil-wet) for carbonate reservoirs. The two-246 phase saturation functions were generated with Corey (1954) relationships, which for 247 oil/water and gas/oil systems can be described as: Data-driven surrogates were generated for two objective functions: the oil recovery factor 305 and net gas utilisation factor (GUF). The oil recovery factor indicates the fraction of oil that is 306 recovered from the reservoir, while, the GUF indicates the net amount of gas that is injected 307 into the reservoir per barrel of oil produced from the reservoir. In general, it is economically 308 desirable to maximise oil recovery and minimise GUF.
309
The equations used to generate data-driven surrogates with polynomial regression and The polynomial chaos expansion for a model output Ω is given by:
12 Parameter screening is usually the first step in the process of generating surrogate models. 
Experimental design
355
A Box-Behnken design (Box et al., 1978 ) was used to vary the uncertain parameters (Table 2) .
356
Identical well configurations, flow rates and pressure constraints were maintained to ensure 357 that the variability in simulation outcomes was due to the main uncertain parameters. with unswept zones (Fig. 7a) . Buoyant CO2 migration to the top of the reservoir due to gas-oil 424 density difference is also apparent (Fig. 7b) The oil recovery and GUF profiles for the training simulations (Fig. 8a, b) The response surfaces that can be generated from training simulations using the three data- Consequently, the highest overall oil recovery is observed when the fracture permeability is 449 low and the matrix is water-wet and hence imbibition is most effective (Fig. 9c) . to access all parts of the reservoir more readily which improves recovery. Similarly, an 455 increase in the maximum trapped gas saturation reduces the overall gas mobility and leads 456 to improved recovery predictions (Fig. 9b) . This is because a reduction in the gas mobility 457 increases the stability of the gas-water mobility front, delays gas breakthrough and improves 458 the contact of gas with residual oil, thereby ensuring better microscopic and macroscopic 
Gas utilisation factor surrogate prediction
474
The net gas utilisation factor (GUF) generally increases with increasing horizontal fracture 475 permeability (Fig. 9 ). This increase is caused by high-permeability fracture networks that allow 476 more gas flow per barrel of oil recovered from the matrix due to the rapid fluid transport in 477 the fractures. We notice that the fault transmissibility has a limited effect on the GUF (Fig.   478   10a ). This is because the fault transmissibility impacts oil and gas migration in the reservoir in 479 the same way: when the fault transmissibility is low, flow of gas and oil across the faults is 480 limited; when the fault transmissibility is high, flow of gas and oil across the faults is enhanced.
481
The GUF increases with higher values of gas trapping due to hysteresis (Fig. 10b) . It is well 482 known that relative permeabilities depend on the saturation path during hydrocarbon 483 displacement cycles (e.g., Larsen and Skauge, 1998). The cycle dependence influences the 484 amount of gas trapped in the subsurface, thereby resulting in higher GUFs as the trapped gas 485 fraction increases. Conversely, the GUF decreases with increasing water-wetness (Fig. 10c) .
486
Although the amount of trapped non-wetting gas is higher in a water-wet scenario, the oil 487 recovery is also very high (Fig. 9c) . Hence, the GUF, which is a ratio of net gas utilised to oil 488 produced, decreases with increasing water-wetness. The GUF is highest (Fig. 10d) Relative error response surfaces ( Fig. 12 and 13) show the discrepancy between the response 510 surfaces from PR and aPCE. In comparison to aPCE, PR always over predicts the oil recovery 511 ( Fig. 12) and under predicts the GUF (Fig. 13) . Analysis of the relative error between the aPCE 512 and PR response surfaces shows that although the overall error is minimal, the difference in To further investigate the deterministic sampling bias, we generated test simulations using 519 the more random Latin Hypercube experimental design (Fig. 14) . We observe that when 520 random samples are added to the design, the mismatch between PR and aPCE prediction has 521 a wider spread in the design space. However, the absolute error from such a random design 522 is greater than the error from the deterministic design. Monte Carlo simulations carried out using the aPCE surrogate and evaluated 65000 times 531 were used to determine the cumulative distribution functions for oil recovery and gas 532 utilisation factor over the range of uncertainty for the input parameters (Fig. 15) (Fig. 16 ).
543
As discussed in section 3.4, the aPCE surrogate is coupled with the genetic algorithm to Table 3 . Parameter, symbols and ranges of the uncertain parameters varied in the experimental design.
941
Matrix relative permeability and capillary pressure curves that indicate the wettability (KR) are 942 represented by discrete variables. '-1' corresponds to oil-wet, '0' corresponds to mixed-wet and '1' 943 corresponds to water-wet. 
947
RMSE is the root mean square error of the data-driven surrogate compared to the actual simulation. 
